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SUMMARY:
The enclosed report is based upon the work term experience gained by the author while
employed with the National Research Council of Canada (NRC-CNRC) at the Institute
for Ocean Technology (IOT), Memorial campus, St. John’s, Newfoundland. It describes
the continuous improvement of the computerized maintenance management software,
MainBoss version2.9. It also documents the revisions made to the existing preventive
and corrective maintenance work order structures as well as the increased utilization of
the MainBoss software through the development of the database to contain inventory and
vendor information. It also describes the progress of the work request section offered by
MainBoss version 2.9.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
At the Institute for Ocean Technology (IOT), it has always been a goal to produce
high quality products and services for clients. This goal has traditionally been applied
to the products that are produced for external clients through research and
development, but it can also be viewed as an internal goal as well. Facilities
Engineering Support & Maintenance (FESM) is one of the departments of IOT that
strive to achieve this goal on a daily basis. FESM must ensure that the maintenance
services provided to the entire IOT facility are to the best of their abilities. One of the
ways that FESM is trying to fulfill expectations is by incorporating continuous
improvement into daily operations. Continuous Improvement is the constant effort to
eliminate waste, reduce response time, simplify the design of both products and
processes, and improve quality and customer service.1 Two of the key focus areas of
this statement are to eliminate waste and simplify processes. Note: Waste is the
difference between the way things are now and the way things could be if everything
were perfect – no errors, troubles, problems or complexities.2 Processes are the
methods by which a task is completed.

1
2

Definition taken from (1).
Definition taken from (2)
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2.0 HISTORY
2.1 Initial Development
In May 2005, FESM hired a Coop student, Mr. Fred Bradbury, from the
College of the North Atlantic’s Mechanical Engineering Technology
program3 to improve on their existing Preventive Maintenance (PM)
system by installing and developing the Computerized Maintenance
Management Software (CMMS), MainBoss.4 There initial PM work
orders (WO) were Microsoft Word based5 and their Corrective
Maintenance (CM) WO were hand-written6. After a 4-month work term,
MainBoss was developed enough to generate PM WO when needed, but
more training was required in order to develop CM WO from the system.7
Likewise, the quality of the product produced by MainBoss8, although
superior to the previous WO, was not to the exact requirements of FESM9.
Then, in August 2005, MainBoss’ development was ceased due to the end
of the work term contract.

3

Manufacturing Major
At the present moment, FESM is running version 2.9.
5
See Appendix C for a detailed description of initial PM WO.
6
See Appendix A for a detailed description of initial CM WO.
7
The ability was present but not enough time was spent on the explanation of exacting how to produce
them with the proper details attached.
8
The generated WO.
9
See Appendix D for a detailed description of the MainBoss generated PM WO (August 2005).
Note the extra details on the WO: the “Labour” , “Additional Labour & Material” and “For Office Use
Only” headings, the captions: “Meter Reading”, “Repair Code”, “Down Time”, “Charge Back”, “Charge
To”, “Labour” and “Material”.
4
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2.2 Developmental Revisions
Also, during the development of MainBoss many revisions were made to
the existing WO in order to eliminate waste from the PM system. Many
revisions included the deletion of obsolete and/or inaccurate maintenance
instructions due to the fact that the associated equipment was either
replaced or upgraded, making the related work a waste of employee time.
Others included the amalgamation of similar PM WO due to the fact that
they were either identical in nature or that they were required to be
completed on the same equipment during the same scheduling period.

3.0 IMPROVEMENT OF MAINBOSS WORK ORDERS
3.1 Initial Improvements
In January 2006, Mr. Fred Bradbury was brought back for a second
contract to continue with the development of MainBoss. This time the
primary goal to begin with was to simplify the appearance of the WO by
removing any extra details that FESM management deemed to be
unnecessary. Therefore the following headings and captions were
removed: the “Labour”, “Additional Labour & Material” and “For Office
Use Only” headings, and the captions: “Meter Reading”, “Repair Code”,
“Down Time”, “Charge Back”, “Charge To”, “Labour” and “Material”.10

10

See Appendix E for a detailed description of new WO generated by MainBoss and refer to Footnote #9
for comparison to see improvements to WO.
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3.2 Further Revisions to Preventive Maintenance Work Orders
After the removal of the unnecessary data, FESM then decided to improve
on the clarification of the new WO. Therefore, the headings “Description”
and “User Information” was changed to “DESCRIPTION – WORK
REQ’D” and “EMPLOYEE SIGN-OFF” respectively. This allowed the
maintenance employees to quickly identify pertinent areas applicable to
them on the WO.11 Other revisions to the PM WO included changes in
some of the captions, such as: “Actual Start Date of Work” changing to
“Date of Work Completed”12, “Work Start” changing to “Work Issued
On”13, “Work End” changing to “Work Overdue On”14 and “Cost Centre”
changing to “WORK REQUIRED TO BE COMPLETED BY”15.

11

See Appendix E for a detailed description.
FESM management decided that it was more important to know the date that the work order was
completed rather than when the work actually began.
13
This was to clarify, for the maintenance employees, the exact date at which the WO was issued.
14
This was to clarify, for the maintenance employees, the exact date that the WO was overdue.
15
This was to allow for the Maintenance Supervisor to accommodate for the required versatility of the
equipment within IOT. It allowed for the scheduling of PM WO to vary in order to match maintenance
work with scheduled down time of important equipment. It also removed the caption “Cost Centre” from
the WO, which FESM management deemed unnecessary to be included.
12
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3.3 Additions to Preventive Maintenance Work Orders to Improve
Communication
In addition to the above changes, FESM required that the communication
between management and personnel be improved upon. This led the way
for the addition of the heading “FESM REPORT” as well as the caption
“Description of Work Completed/Problems Found”.16 This supplied the
maintenance employees with a means of communication that eliminated
the need to find members of FESM management in order to explain details
of work completed.

16

See Appendix E for a detailed description.
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4.0 FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF MAINBOSS
4.1 Corrective Maintenance Work Order Generation17
Before the decision to generate CM WO from the MainBoss database, all
CM WO were hand-written on small 4 inch by 8 ½ inch printed paper.
They were comprised of three layers of coloured paper: white for the
maintenance employee, yellow for the Maintenance Supervisor to use to
track work progress and blue for records. This was a waste of paper as
well as storage area and they had to be ordered with the work order
template printed on them. Also, if you had to find a completed record to
reference work completed; it would be very time consuming. The
MainBoss database offered an ideal solution. It could store all completed
work in an organized manner and it allowed for the easy retrieval of
completed work. It also did not require the use of multiple pieces of paper
to complete one task/work order. The MainBoss database printed CM
WO with the same format as PM WO and therefore required no preprinted paper.18

17

Note: All revisions made to the appearance of Preventive Maintenance Work Orders are applied directly
to Corrective Maintenance Work Orders. Therefore, there is no need to restate the revisions list.
18
See Appendix B for a detailed description of Corrective Maintenance work order.
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4.1.1 Problem with Generated Corrective Maintenance Work Order
The problem that arouse from creating CM WO from the
MainBoss database was that both the CM and PM WO were
indistinguishable from each other at first glance and the reader had
to be very familiar with them in order to tell them apart. In order
to fix this problem and make it easier for the maintenance
employees to distinguish between PM and CM WO, FESM
decided to use coloured paper enabling easy recognition of both
PM and CM WO at a glance. FESM used white paper for their
CM WO and blue paper for their PM WO.19

4.2 Development of Inventory20
There are two types of inventory that has to be considered in the
development of MainBoss’ inventory. The first is the actual inventory onhand at the IOT facility and the second is the manufacturer recommended
inventory.

19
20

See Appendix F for the final revision (to date) of PM WO.
Work-in-Progress, completion date unknown.
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4.2.1 Actual Inventory
The calculation of the actual inventory at IOT is a tedious and
time-consuming process that involves the actual counting and
cataloguing of each spare part within the facility. It also has to
take into account the addition and removal of parts based on the
employee usage: ordering and part replacement. Then, each item
must be input into the MainBoss database.

4.2.2 Manufacturer Recommended Inventory
The calculation of the manufacturer recommended inventory for
the IOT facility follows a completely different path than the
calculation of the actual inventory in that all the spare parts are
referenced from manufacturer’s equipment manuals and
recommended websites. These recommended spare parts are a list
of what the manufacturer expects will fail on the associated
equipment and if they are stored on-hand, then equipment down
time can be significantly reduced.

8
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4.2.3 Inventory Comparison Advantages
By comparing the actual inventory at IOT to the manufacturer
recommended inventory, it is easy to see what spare parts IOT
does not have on-hand and therefore, the necessary precautions can
be taken to acquire these parts. It is not recommended to have the
entire manufacturer recommended inventory on-hand21. This
would require a large area for inventory storage and it is
unnecessary. Ideally, a percentage of the total sum of the
recommended spare parts should be keep on-hand.22

4.2.4 MainBoss Inventory Advantages
The MainBoss inventory allows for reports to be printed that
describe the state of the inventory at the time of printing. This is
only feasible if the maintenance staff reports all spare parts usage
and only if this reported data is input into MainBoss. Another key
aspect is that MainBoss also allows the operator to print a detailed
checklist for inventory control that includes the spare parts, their
locations, previously stated quantities as well as a input box for
tallying the number of parts found. 23

21

This refers to the sum of all the spare parts recommended by the manufacturers of all the equipment
within IOT.
22
Approximately 15 - 25% of the total recommended inventory should be sufficient. Note: This should not
be less than the number of replacement parts required by any one piece of equipment at any one time.
23
See Appendix G for a detailed description of the inventory checklist.
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4.3 Plan to Initialize Work Requests24
FESM management has decided that it is not the right time to open
MainBoss to the entire IOT staff. This is to be done when a greater
understanding of MainBoss is achieved by FESM itself.

4.3.1 Work Request Development
The Work Request section of MainBoss has been developed to a
level where every member of IOT has their contact information
within the MainBoss database. This was completed in anticipation
of opening the Work Request section of MainBoss.

4.3.2 Work Request Advantages
The Work Request section of MainBoss will increase the level of
communication between FESM management and IOT staff. It will
eliminate the need to find a member of FESM management in
order to explain difficulties with equipment or to request that a
required task be completed. This will save IOT staff time and
ensure that the required work is completed as quick as possible.
Another key aspect of the Work Request section is that it can
convert the work request made by IOT staff to FESM directly into
CM WO, saving FESM time in maintenance planning also.
24

Future plans
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4.4 Development of Vendors List25
The MainBoss Vendors List contains the names, contact information,
addresses and comments on products offered for a large number of
vendors used by IOT. It uses categories to group vendors offering similar
products and/or services together for easy comparison.

4.4.1 Advantages of Vendors List
A)

The list allows the operator to easily acquire the contact
information of any of FESM’s trusted suppliers.

B)

It also allows for FESM to acquire numerous price quotes
quickly for any particular part or service, without having to
search for possible vendors using the phone book or
Internet.

C)

It holds the contact information of vendors offering
specialty products, such as Tanis Inc., a company based in
the USA that manufacturers replacement brushes to fit the
ice tank and Clearwater tank.

D)

If backup properly, contact information will not be lost or
misplaced over time.

25

Work-in-Progress, completion date unknown.
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5.0 CONCLUSION
The stated information summarizes the development and continuous improvement of
MainBoss over the past 4 months (January 2006 to April 2006) and also shows that
there is still more development and improvement that can be expected. The
MainBoss database is completed in terms of how far it can be developed in the sense
of PM and CM creation, but there is still the opportunity for the continuous
improvement of the structure of the WO as well as the scheduling and task
information contained within the database.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
1) The continuation of the development of the Vendors List can aid in future
purchasing of parts and services.
2) The completion of the MainBoss Inventory can aid in both the finding of parts
as well as future inventory checks. It can also be expanded to include the
Stores Area in order to assist Calvin in his annual inventory checks as well as
ordering.
3) The opening of the Work Request section of MainBoss to IOT staff will
ensure the documentation of all IOT maintenance work and enable FESM as
well as the maintenance employees to perform their duties more efficiently.
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